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Case:
John (aged 6) has undergone an operation, which
damaged the nerve pathways in his abdominal muscles, resulting in reduced abdominal muscle strength.
His ability to contract his abdominal muscles is impaired. He is afraid he will fall because he can feel that
his muscles do not react as they used to.
To train John’s muscles and improve his fall reactions
and muscle speed, I ask John to sit cross-legged
on the Floor Surfer® with his hands on his knees (see
photo).
I tell John that I will move the Floor Surfer® in a circle.
When I give the signal: “Now!”, the Floor Surfer® will
move in the opposite direction.
If John is unable to keep his balance, he will cushion
the fall using his hands to avoid falling to the floor. If
John reacts in time, he will be able to keep his hands
on his knees and react by cocontracting the diagonal
abdominal muscles in the opposite direction to the
direction of travel.
To prevent injury, it is important that John has good fall
reactions. However, it would be best if he could get his
abdominal muscles to react quickly and therefore avert
triggering a fall reaction.

I can reduce the level of vestibular stimulation by
moving the Floor Surfer® more slowly and increase the
level of stimulation by accelerating or changing direction rapidly. Similarly, I can reduce proprioceptive stimulation by supporting John around his hips or holding
his upper arms so that he does not have to support his
whole body. To make the exercise more difficult, I can
ask him to hold his hands on his head instead of on his
knees. This increases the load on John’s weak, diagonal abdominal muscles.

The goal of this exercise is to get John to manage
six changes of direction on the Floor Surfer® without
removing his hands from his knees. Every time his hand
touches the floor, we start again.
He has a clear goal, which motivates John and makes it
easy for him to see that he is making progress.

To make the exercise easier visually, I can ask John
to focus on a specific spot and tell him that we will
change direction each time he hits this spot. To make
it visually more difficult, he closes his eyes. He has
no visual stimuli to help and receives information
only from the vestibular and proprioceptive sensory
systems.

The exercise is simple and John finds it fun because
he makes rapid progress. We agree that he can do this
exercise daily at home with his parents.
I know that this exercise requires integration of the
vestibular, proprioceptive and visual sensory impressions. This means that I can adjust several parameters
if John is unable to master the exercise or if it becomes
too easy.

When John turns up for training next time, we will
adjust some of these parameters, depending on how
things have gone with training at home. I guess that
John will have fun training with the Floor Surfer® for
some time – probably for longer than he needs to train
to a better functional level than before his operation!

See you next time
in Gonge Insights
- or visit us at
www.gonge.com
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